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Operational Goals 
 
 To be the leader in development and production of masonry indoor and outdoor living products. 
 To design products that assemble quickly and easily, offering labor savings and increased profit margins to the installer and 

cost savings to the consumer. 
 To design products which perform well under a broad spectrum of operating conditions and unique installation configurations. 
 To produce the highest quality products available at a competitive price, without sacrificing product integrity. 
 To build and maintain product inventory levels that allow quick and convenient delivery on all orders. 
 To constantly improve the quality and production processes of our existing product line. 
 To produce a variety of products and options that offer the greatest value possible to a wide range of potential customers. 
 To continually build a brand name that customers recognize, associate with quality, and seek out. 
 To deliver outstanding customer service to all customers at all times. 
 To earn the reputation of a company that all of our customers would prefer to do business with, and would refer to their 

friends and associates. 
 To offer a wealth of marketing and educational materials to our dealers, distributors, and contractors, to increase knowledge 

and understanding of the quality and value of Stone Age products, assisting in the sale of our products and the sale of projects 
using our products. 

Mission Statement 
 
Stone Age Manufacturing, Inc. strives to create products which offer a faster, more efficient, and more durable way to construct  
popular hearth and outdoor room products, while delivering greater consistency, higher quality, and greater value than competing 
products or traditional construction techniques.  Stone Age also strives to provide outstanding customer service, treating our  
customers as we would want to be treated ourselves. 

Stone Age Manufacturing, Inc. Toll Free: (877) 371-8861 Fax: (918) 371-8850 
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Who We Are 
 
Stone Age Manufacturing, Inc. is a family-owned and operated business, whose background is in masonry and fireplace  
construction.  Our original product, the Stone Age fireplace kit, arose from needs in the marketplace identified through our own 
experiences in the field with our affiliated installation business in our local market.  Stone Age products have been well received  
throughout the construction and hardscape industries and we have enjoyed significant growth each year since our incorporation. 
 
Recognition of the challenges typically faced in real-world installations continues to drive our product development, as all Stone 
Age products are designed to offer a faster, more efficient and more durable way to construct popular hearth and outdoor room  
products, while delivering greater consistency and higher quality than comparable products or traditional construction techniques. 
 
Stone Age Manufacturing takes pride in our heritage as a family-owned business, and is committed to using our extensive  
knowledge and masonry expertise to produce the finest quality products available, while delivering exceptional value at a  
reasonable cost, and providing outstanding personal service to each of our customers. 
 
Stone Age Manufacturing is located in the Tulsa, Oklahoma metropolitan area, and is proud to manufacture our products in the 
United States of America, using materials produced in the U.S.A. 

What We Do 
 
Stone Age Manufacturing, Inc. produces pre-engineered masonry fireplace kits for indoor and outdoor applications, as well as fire 
pits, brick and pizza ovens, and kitchen island systems, all in kit forms designed for ease of assembly by experienced masons or 
novice installers, while providing strength, durability, and outstanding performance in all climates and conditions.   
 
With our introduction of the Prebuilt Series™ product line, we can now offer completely preassembled components for the  
outdoor room, with models to cover any application, and a wide variety of finish materials and other options, allowing the delivery 
of truly customized outdoor living solutions without the extended project timelines of traditional construction, yet with virtually 
no limitations on selection. 
 
Stone Age Manufacturing, Inc. offers a group of products that increase productivity and profits, prevent quality issues and  
installation difficulties, and enhance the professional reputation of the contractor or installer.  Stone Age products offer the  
consumer a complete outdoor lifestyle system uniquely adaptable to their specific needs, designed to deliver outstanding  
performance and years of relaxation and  enjoyment. 
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Stone Age PreBuilt Series™ 
 

The PreBuilt Series™ outdoor room collection 
includes preassembled fireplace, fire pits, pizza 
ovens, smokers and kitchen islands, all based on 
the most popular items from Stone Age’s 
industry-leading modular masonry kits.   
 
Stone Age Quality 
Outstanding quality, performance, and reliability 
are the hallmarks of  all Stone Age products, and 
the PreBuilt Series™ continues this tradition,  
delivering a lifetime of enjoyment while adding 
value to your home. 

Handcrafted by Masons 
Each PreBuilt Series™ component is 
handcrafted by highly experienced 
masons, using natural stone and real 
brick finishes.  Finished units are also 
water-sealed for added protection 
against damage from freeze-thaw 
cycling.   
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Portable Footings Included 
Most products incorporate a portable footing as part of the 
package, which further simplifies installation, allows the unit 
to be moved in the future, and may eliminate the need for a 
building or construction permit in many localities (please 
check with your local building authority regarding building 
permit requirements for portable installations).  
 

Custom Tailored to You 
Other products offer very few choices and demand you 
change your design to fit their limitations, but PreBuilt 
Series™ elements are custom tailored, based on your 
choices from a wide range of customizable components and 
a huge selection of finish materials, to deliver your vision of 
your outdoor room.  
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Flexibility and Options 
PreBuilt Series™ islands offer a tremendous variety of configurations for your 
outdoor kitchen, and are designed to seamlessly integrate with the other elements 
of the product line, providing a complete outdoor room package that will meet your 
exact specifications, without compromises to style or performance.  

American Made Appliances 
Stone Age has selected the finest 
combination of quality and value in  
American-made appliances for the 
PreBuilt Series™, delivering 
outstanding performance and 
durability, with ease of maintenance, 
so that you can enjoy a lifetime of 
care-free outdoor living. 
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The Stone Age PreBuilt Series™ delivers the high quality and outstanding 
performance of the Stone Age product line for custom outdoor room 
projects, with minimal on-site construction time.   

A virtually unlimited range of options are available to meet all of your 
outdoor living needs.  PreBuilt Series™ products may easily be installed in 
phases, allowing even greater flexibility in planning and budgeting.  

Your Stone Age distributor can assist you with product 
selection and ordering.  You may also visit 
www.stoneageprebuilt.com or scan this QR code to view 
current inventory and special offers. 

Natural Finishes 
Stone Age PreBuilt Series™ stone or brick finishes add natural textures and color to 
other materials and are perfect complements to paver, concrete, tile, or stone patios.    
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Fireplace Models Pre-Built Series fireplaces are offered in 9 different configurations, 
and may be customized by adding wood storage boxes to many models. 

Veranda™ fireplaces 
offer an 18” firebox 
opening with an overall 
height of approximately 
71”.  Average finished 
weight is 1880 lbs. 

New Age™ fireplaces 
feature 39” firebox 
opening with an overall 
height of approximately 
8’ 6”.  Average finished 
weight is 6220 lbs. 

Patio Series™ fireplaces 
are available with 24”, 36” or 
48” firebox openings with an 
overall height of approximately 
54” for 24”-36” models and 
58” for the 48” model.  
 
Average finished weights are 
2275 lbs for the 24”, 2900 lbs 
for the 36”, and 3600 lbs for 
the 48” models. 
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Stoned Fire™ fireplaces are 
offered with 24” and 36” firebox 
openings, featuring an overall 
height of approximately 7’ 6”.  
Average finished weights are 
3760 lbs for the 24” and  4950 
lbs for the 36” models. 

Fireplace Models 

See-Thru models of the 
Stoned Fire™ are offered with 
24” and 36” firebox openings, 
featuring an overall height of 
approximately 7’ 6”.  Average 
finished weights are 3390 lbs for 
the 24” and  4380 lbs for the 36” 
models. 
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Stoned Fire™ fireplaces 
are the flagship of the 
fireplace line, and include 
an open wood storage area 
below the firebox.  Offered 
with 24” and 36” firebox 
openings, with arched or 
straight lintel, featuring an 
overall height of 
approximately 7’ 6”. 
 
Average finished weights 
are 3760 lbs for the 24” 
and 4950 lbs for the 36” 
models. 

Stoned Fire™ 

PreBuilt Series™ fireplaces 
include a heavy steel log 
grate and black galvanized 
steel chimney cap.  All units 
also include a finish touch-
up kit.   
 
Stainless steel or copper 
chimney caps are also 
available to fit the Stoned 
Fire™ and See-Thru 
fireplace models. 

Accessories Included 

Log Grate 

Chimney Cap 
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See-Thru 

Wood Storage Boxes 

Stoned Fire™ See-Thru  
or double-sided fireplaces give 
the option of enjoying the 
warmth and beauty of the 
fireplace from two sides.  
Offered in 24” and 36” sizes, 
with arched or straight lintel, 
and an overall height of 
approximately 7’ 6”.   
 
Average finished weights are 
3390 lbs for the 24” and  4380 
lbs for the 36” models. 

Additional wood storage is easily added to the Stoned Fire™ and 
See-Thru fireplace, using our Single or Double wood storage boxes.  
Storage boxes are 36” wide and 36” tall, and are offered with an 
arched or straight opening.  Specify left or right side mounting when 
ordering single boxes.  Average finished weight is 1550 lbs for each 
storage box. 

All  Prebuilt Series™ products 
also include a finish touch-up 
kit.   
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New Age™ fireplaces provide Stone Age  
performance in a unique form factor.  With their 
stepped vertical lines, the New Age™ creates a bold 
visual impression that is equally at home in  
contemporary settings or traditional surroundings.  
Overall height of approximately 8’ 6”, and available 
with 39” firebox opening width and a straight lintel. 
 
Average finished weight is 6220 lbs. 

New Age™  

PreBuilt Series™ fireplaces include a heavy steel log 
grate and black galvanized steel chimney cap.  All 
units also include a finish touch-up kit.    
 
Stainless steel or copper chimney caps are also  
available to fit New Age™ fireplaces. 

Accessories Included 

Log Grate 

Chimney Cap 
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Wood Storage Boxes 

Pedestal Hearth 

The New Age™ Pedestal 
Hearth creates a taller overall 
fireplace height and sets the 
fireplace floor level at  
approximately 26”.  Average 
finished weight is 2540 lbs. 
 
Stone will be laid on the  
Pedestal Hearth to match the 
pattern of the stone on the 
accompanying fireplace,  
however, there will be a joint 
line where the pedestal and 
fireplace meet. 

Single and Double wood storage boxes are also available for the New Age™ fireplace.  Storage boxes are 
36” wide and 36” tall, and are offered with a straight opening.  Specify left or right side mounting when 
ordering single boxes.  Average finished weight is 1550 lbs for each storage box. 
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Patio Series™  

PreBuilt Series™ fireplaces include a heavy 
steel log grate and black galvanized steel 
chimney cap.  All units also include a finish 
touch-up kit.    
 
Stainless steel or copper chimney caps are 
also available to fit Patio Series™ fireplaces. 

Accessories Included 

Log Grate 

Chimney Cap 

Patio Series™ fireplaces offer the quality, 
durability, and performance advantages of 
the Stone Age fireplace, without the 
drawbacks of many similarly-sized fireplaces. 
 
The Patio Series™ also offers the widest 
range of sizes available, with 24”, 36” or 48” 
firebox opening widths, and an overall height 
of approximately 54” for 24”-36” models, 
and 58” for the 48” model.  Firebox opening 
height is 22”, straight lintel design only.   
 
Average finished weights are 2275 lbs for 
the 24”, 2900 lbs for the 36”, and 3600 lbs 
for the 48” models. 
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Veranda™ fireplaces were created to  
deliver all of the features and advantages of a 
Stone Age masonry fireplace, in a form factor 
perfectly suited for smaller settings.  
 
Available with an overall height of 71”, an 18” 
firebox opening width, and firebox opening 
height of 15 1/2”.  Arched lintel only.   
 
Average finished weight is 1880 lbs. 

Veranda™  

PreBuilt Series™ fireplaces include a heavy steel log grate 
and black galvanized steel chimney cap.  All units also  
include a finish touch-up kit.    
 
Stainless steel or copper chimney caps are also available to 
fit Veranda™ fireplaces. 

Accessories Included 

Log Grate 

Chimney Cap 
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Fireplace Accessories 

Chimney caps in stainless steel or copper are 
available for the PreBuilt Series™ fireplaces.  These 
styles are available for all sizes of the Stoned Fire™, 
New Age™, and Patio Series™ models, as well as the 
Veranda™ fireplace, Mezzo™ and Amerigo™ pizza 
ovens, and Little Pig™  smoker. 

Cooking Cranes are available for all sizes of the Stoned 
Fire™, New Age™, and Patio Series™ model fireplaces, and is 
anchored to the fireplace wall.  Crane arm is approximately 18” 
long. 

Fire Management Tools allow the 
user to safely and easily adjust logs and 
move ashes while hot.  18” handle, 36” 
total length.  For use with all fireplace 
models. 
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Fire Pits 

PreBuilt Series™ Fire Pits are  
offered in four sizes and styles, to 
complement any setting.   
 
All models are made with the same 
heavy duty, steel reinforced, high-
temperature concrete mix used on 
the Stone Age fireplaces, and are 
also fully lined in firebrick for even 
greater durability. 
 
PreBuilt Series™ fire pits feature 
baseplates with molded feet, which 
create clearance and allows airflow 
under the unit, as required for  
installations on wooden structures. 

Large Round Tall Round 

Square Short Round 
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Tall Round Fire Pits feature a robust  
look, with a taller profile than other  
models.   
 
Dimensions are 42”w x 27 1/2”t, with a 36” 
inside diameter, and an average finished 
weight of 1725 lbs. 
 
All PreBuilt Series™ fire pits include a finish 
touch-up kit.  
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Fire Pits 

Short Round Fire Pits offer a similar style but  
feature shorter walls, for an overall height at typical 
seating levels.   
 
Dimensions are 42”w x 16 1/2”t, with a 36” inside  
diameter, and an average finished weight of 1200 lbs. 

Large Round Fire Pits create a  
commanding presence, with a larger overall 
diameter and intermediate height. 
 
Dimensions are 48”w x 20 1/2”, with a 42”  
inside diameter, and an average finished weight 
of 1810 lbs. 

Square Fire Pits offer a distinctive profile, 
with sizing similar to the Short Round model.   
 
Dimensions are 42”w x 42”w x 18”t, with a 36” 
inside diameter, and an average finished weight 
of 1590 lbs. 



Fire Pit Covers help prevent moisture accumulation inside 
the unit when not in use and also give a clean, finished look.   
 

Our two-piece, 1/8” carbon steel covers have four welded metal 
handles, for easy placement and removal, and have a high-
temperature black powder coat finish. 
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Top Mounted Grates create an attractive, finished look 
that is also functional.   
 

Slotted grates make an attractive safety barrier and also allow 
cooking of larger items.  Cooking grates feature a diamond 
pattern, better suited for cooking smaller food items.   
 

All grates are constructed of welded carbon steel, and have a 
high-temperature black powder coat finish. 

Log Grate 

Fire Pit  Accessories 

PreBuilt Series™ 
fire pits include a 
heavy steel log 
grate. 

Fire Management Tools allow the user 
to safely and easily adjust logs and move ashes 
while hot.  18” handle, 36” total length.  For 
use with all fire pit models. 
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Mezzo™ Pizza Ovens offer the flavor of 
the Old World in a form factor perfectly sized 
for most families.  Featuring an arched cooking 
chamber with over 800 square inches of  
cooking surface and a 15 1/2” wide door, the 
Mezzo™ easily handles the most popular pizza 
sizes.  Cooking surface measures 27” deep by 
30” wide.  Overall height is approximately 88”, 
with an average finished weight of 2760 lbs.      

Mezzo™ Pizza Oven 

A wood-clad metal door is included with the 
Mezzo™ oven, as is a matching solid wood 
door for the lower storage cabinet.  Doors 
are available unfinished, or in clear or brown-
stained natural cedar. 

Mezzo™ Pizza Ovens include a black 
galvanized steel chimney cap.  All units also 
include a finish touch-up kit.   

Stainless steel or copper chimney caps are also 
available to fit Mezzo™ pizza ovens. 

Stone Age Manufacturing, Inc. Toll Free: (877) 371-8861 Fax: (918) 371-8850 
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Mezzo™ Side Counters 

Mezzo™ Side Counters add plenty of 
preparation surface and double as serving 
counters.  Available in single or double 
counter configurations.  Specify left or right 
side mounting when ordering single side 
counters.  Average finished weight is 1570 
lbs for each storage box. 

All  Prebuilt Series™ products also 
include a finish touch-up kit.   
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Amerigo™ Pizza Ovens offer  
tremendous cooking flexibility, featuring 
a 25 1/2” wide arched opening and a 
cooking chamber with over 1500 square 
inches of cooking surface, making the 
Amerigo™ the best choice for large 
families and those who enjoy  
entertaining larger groups.  Cooking  
surface measures 36” deep by 42” wide 
and overall height is approximately 94”, 
with an average finished weight of 4700 
lbs. 

Amerigo™ Pizza Oven 

A wood-clad metal door is included with the 
Amerigo™ oven, as is a matching solid 
wood door for the lower storage cabinet.  
Doors are available unfinished, or in clear or 
brown-stained natural cedar. 

Amerigo™ Pizza Ovens include a black 
galvanized steel chimney cap.  All units 
also include a finish touch-up kit. 

Stainless steel or copper chimney caps 
are also available to fit Amerigo™ pizza 
ovens.   
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Pizza Oven Tools assist the outdoor 
chef in creating and serving the perfect pizza 
every time.    
 
Pizza Peels, Bubble Poppers, Ash Brushes, 
Turning Paddles, and Infrared Thermometers 
are the essential tools of the outdoor chef 
and each tool was chosen for compatibility 
with Stone Age pizza ovens,. 

Pizza Oven Accessories 

Fire Management Tools allow the user to safely and easily adjust logs and 
move ashes while hot.  18” handle, 36” total length.  For use with all oven models. 

Bubble Popper Ash Brush Turning Paddle 

Pizza Peel 

Infrared 
Thermometer 
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Little Pig™ Cabinet Smokers are the ultimate in low and slow smoking for the barbecue  
connoisseur, in a beautifully finished style that will enhance any outdoor setting.   
 
The Little Pig™ combines a heavy, 1/4” steel framework with multiple access doors for easy access and a 
6” thick refractory outer shell for maximum temperature stability, to deliver smoking performance far  
superior to any other smoker.   
 
Multi-point air vents allow precise temperature control with minimal adjustment.  The Little Pig™  
features 4, 20” x 23” cooking racks and a hanging hook, for whole pigs or large meat cuts.  Separate doors 
for each section allows individual adjustments of the firebox, liquid/drip trays, and cooking racks.   Once 
you’ve tried the Little Pig™, you’ll never want to cook on anything else. 
 
Overall height of the Little Pig™ is approximately 6’ 6” with an average finished weight of 5625 lbs. 

Little Pig™ Cabinet Smoker 

Stone Age Manufacturing, Inc. Toll Free: (877) 371-8861 Fax: (918) 371-8850 
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Little Pig™ Cabinet Smoker 

Chimney caps in stainless steel or 
copper are also available for the Little 
Pig™ smoker. 

Little Pig™ smokers include a 
black galvanized steel chimney 
cap.  

All Prebuilt Series™ products also include 
a finish touch-up kit.   

Fire Management 
Tools allow the user 
to safely and easily 
adjust logs and move 
ashes while hot.  18” 
handle, 36” total length.   
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Create Your Layout 
PreBuilt Series™ islands begin 
with the patented Cabinet 
Component System™ island shell 
as your blank canvas.   

Choose the base island that best 
suits your setting, or combine 
multiple islands if desired. 
 

Next, create the appliance layout 
that fits your lifestyle.   Stone Age 
has several suggested appliance 
configurations to choose from, or 
customize a layout to your liking. 

You decide what  
you want and  
Stone Age will  
build it for you.   
 

Your Stone Age  
installer will assist 
you with appliance 
installation, final on-site  
placement, and adding any  
finishing touches to complete your 
ultimate outdoor living experience. 

Kitchen Islands 

Stone Age Manufacturing, Inc. Toll Free: (877) 371-8861 Fax: (918) 371-8850 
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Suggested Layouts - 6 Foot Islands 

33” 

72” 

Portable Footing Dimensions 

Layout A 
with Gas Grill 

Layout B Layout C 

Layout A  
with Ceramic Grill 

Average Weight is 2280 lbs., 
without appliances 
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Suggested Layouts - 9 Foot Islands 

Layout A 
with Ceramic Grill 

Layout A  
with Gas Grill 

Layout B 
with Ceramic Grill 

Layout B  
with Gas Grill 

All  Prebuilt Series™ products also include 
a finish touch-up kit.   

Average Weight is 3100 lbs., 
without appliances 

Stone Age Manufacturing, Inc. Toll Free: (877) 371-8861 Fax: (918) 371-8850 
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Layout C 

Layout E 

33” 

108” 

Portable Footing Dimensions 

Layout D 

Layout F 

Suggested Layouts - 9 Foot Islands 
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Appliances 

American Outdoor Grills offer excellent 
performance and value in an American-made grill.  
Features include a heavy-duty, tubular stainless steel 
burner system, with separate rotisserie burner, 
electronic ignition, vaporizer panels for even heat 
distribution, and a 15 year burner warranty. 

24NB 
 2 Burners, 32,000 BTUs 
 10,000 BTU Rotisserie Burner 
 24” x 18”  Cooking Surface 

(432 inches2) 

30NB 
 3 Burners, 40,000 BTUs 
 10,000 BTU Rotisserie Burner 
 30” x 18”  Cooking Surface  

(540 inches2) 

36NB 
 3 Burners, 48,000 BTUs 
 13,000 BTU Rotisserie Burner 
 36” x 18”  Cooking Surface 

(648 inches2) 

FireMagic® Aurora Grills deliver outstanding quality and superb 
performance.  Features such as a solid cast stainless steel “E” burner 
system with a lifetime burner warranty, a full rotisserie with separate 
rotisserie burner, heavy-duty stainless steel rod cooking grids, double-wall 
hood with Feather-Lite easy lift lid, electronic ignition and many other 
features make FireMagic® the best choice in an American-made gas grill. 

A660i-2E1N 

 3 Burners, 75,000 BTUs 
 19,000 BTU Rotisserie Burner 
 30” x 22”  Cooking Surface  (660 inches2) 

A790i-2E1N 

 3 Burners, 90,000 BTUs 
 23,000 BTU Rotisserie Burner 
 36” x 22”  Cooking Surface  (792 inches2) 

Stone Age Manufacturing, Inc. Toll Free: (877) 371-8861 Fax: (918) 371-8850 
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Appliances 

Primo Grills are the only ceramic grills made in the USA.  The 
charcoal-fired Kamado design holds in heat and moisture to deliver 
moist, tender meats and succulent vegetables every time.  
Featuring precise air controls to allow the chef to set and maintain 
an even, steady temperature, for any style of cooking, from low 
and slow smoking to high-heat searing, and a 20 year warranty on 
the ceramic components.  

FireMagic® and American Outdoor Grill double doors, refrigerators, dual side burners, and sinks, 
are available to finish out the outdoor kitchen layout, with stainless steel designs that match and 
complement their respective grills, while delivering the quality, performance and durability associated with 
these fine brands.    

Kamado 
779 

 Charcoal Fired 
 18” Diameter Cooking Surface 

(280 inches2) 

33930S (FireMagic) 

3590DR 
(Universal) 

3587 & 3588 
(Universal) 

3281(FireMagic) 

3282 (AOG) 20-30-SSD (AOG) 
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Finishing Options 

Azul Dimensional Tumbled Azul Chopped Face 

Azul Squares & Rectangles 

Azul Irregular 

Concharty Dimensional  Concharty Strips 

Prebuilt Series™ products are available in a variety of finishes, featuring natural stone or real brick thin  
veneers, combined with high-strength, man-made stone copings, hearths or counter tops.   
 
The natural stone finish options have been selected to complement the shape and proportions of the 
individual outdoor room components they will cover, while offering the widest range of colors,  
patterns and styles possible.  Stone Age’s selections of thin brick offers an alternate to stone, while 
giving the beauty, strength and longevity of brick.  Our specially developed man-made counter, hearth 
and accent material delivers the look of real stone, with outstanding strength and performance  
characteristics for areas of heavy usage.  

Gray Dominant Natural Stones 

Gray Dominant Natural Stone Earth Tone Natural Stones 
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Finishing Options 

Creek Rock Squares & Recs Creek Rock Strips 

Osage Blend Squares & Recs 

Osage Blend Irregular 

Palomino Irregular Palomino Squares & Recs 

Earth Tone Natural Stones 

Earth Tone Natural Stones 

Earth Tone Natural Stones 

Creek Rock Irregular 
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Finishing Options 

Desert Hills Brick 

Reclaimed Antique Brick 

Real Brick Veneer 

Liberty Sunset Brick 

Real Brick Veneer 

Real Brick Veneer 

Palomino Squares & Recs Tumbled Palomino Strips 

Limestone Top/Accent Sandstone Top/Accent 

Earth Tone Natural Stones 

Man-Made Stone Countertops & Accents 
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Fireplace Selection Guide 

Fireplace 
Model 

Size 
Choices 

Lintel 
Choices 

Flat Chimney 
Cap Options 

Wood Storage Options 
Opening      Mounting 
Choice          Choice             

Accessory 
Options 

Stoned Fire™  
Standard 

24”  
36” 

Arched 
Straight 

Stainless Steel 
Copper 

Arched 
Square 

Left-Side 
Right-Side 
Dual 

Fire Management Tool 

Stoned Fire™  
See-Thru 

24”  
36” 

Arched 
Straight 

Stainless Steel 
Copper 

Arched 
Square 

Left-Side 
Right-Side 
Dual 

Fire Management Tool 

Stone Choice Refer to Finishing Option pages  Accent/Hearth Choice  Refer to Finishing Option pages 

       

Fireplace 
Model 

Size 
Choices 

Lintel 
Choices 

Flat Chimney 
Cap Options 

Wood Storage Options 
Opening      Mounting 
Choice          Choice              

Accessory 
Options 

New Age™ 39” Straight 
Stainless Steel 
Copper 

Arched 
Square 

Left-Side 
Right-Side 
Dual 

Fire Management Tool 

Additional Options for  
New Age™  Fireplaces     

New Age™  
Pedestal Hearth  

     

Stone Choice Refer to Finishing Option pages   Accent/Hearth Choice  Refer to Finishing Option pages 

       

Fireplace 
Model 

Size 
Choices 

Lintel 
Flat Chimney 
Cap Options 

 
Accessory 
Options 

Patio 
Series™ 

24” 
36” 
48” 

Straight 
Stainless Steel 
Copper 

Fire Management Tool 

Stone Choice Refer to Finishing Option pages    Accent/Hearth Choice  Refer to Finishing Option pages 

       

Fireplace 
Model 

Size 
Choices 

Lintel 
Flat Chimney 
Cap Options 

 
Accessory 
Options 

Veranda™ 18” Arched 
Stainless Steel 
Copper 

Wood Storage Boxes Not 
Available for Veranda™  

Fire Management Tool 

Stone Choice Refer to Finishing Option pages    Accent/Hearth Choice  Refer to Finishing Option pages 

Wood Storage Boxes Not 
Available for Patio Series™  
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Fire Pit Selection Guide 
Fire Pit 
Model 

Size 
Accessory 
Options 

Short Round 42”w x 16 1/2”t  Fire Management Tool, Slotted Grate, Cooking Grate, Solid Cover 

Tall Round 42”w x 27 1/2”t  Fire Management Tool, Slotted Grate, Cooking Grate, Solid Cover 

Large Round 48”w x 20 /12”t  Fire Management Tool, Slotted Grate, Cooking Grate, Solid Cover 

Square 42” x 42” x 17 1/2t  Fire Management Tool, Slotted Grate, Cooking Grate, Solid Cover 

Stone Choice Refer to Finishing Option pages   Accent/Hearth Choice  Refer to Finishing Option pages 

       

Pizza Oven Selection Guide 

Pizza Oven 
Model 

Size 
Wood Door 

Options 
Flat Chimney 
Cap Options 

Side 
Counter 
Mounting 

Choice    

Accessory 
Options 

Mezzo™ 
36”w x 
33”d x  
88”t 

Brown 
Clear 
Unfinished 

Stainless Steel 
Copper 

Left-Side 
Right-Side 
Dual 

Fire Management Tool, Bubble Popper, Ash 
Brush, Turning Paddle, Pizza Peel, Infrared 
Thermometer 

Amerigo™ 
48”w x 
42d x  
94”t 

Brown 
Clear 
Unfinished 

Stainless Steel 
Copper 

Not 
Available 

Fire Management Tool, Bubble Popper, Ash 
Brush, Turning Paddle, Pizza Peel, Infrared 
Thermometer 

Stone Choice Refer to Finishing Option pages    Accent/Hearth Choice  Refer to Finishing Option pages 

       

Smoker 
Model 

Size  
Flat Chimney 
Cap Options 

Accessory 
Options 

Little Pig™ 37”w x 31”d x 93”t  
Stainless Steel 
Copper 

Fire Management Tool 

Stone Choice Refer to Finishing Option pages    Accent/Hearth Choice  Refer to Finishing Option pages 

Smoker Selection Guide 
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Kitchen Island Selection Guide 
Island 
Model 

Appliance 
Options 

6’ STR 

 
Layout A - Gas Grill - Centered   
Layout A - Ceramic Grill - Centered 
Layout B - Gas Grill on Left, Refrigerator on Right  
Layout C - Gas Grill on Right, Refrigerator on Left 
 

AOG 24” Gas Grill                  24NB  
AOG 30” Gas Grill                  30NB  
AOG 36” Gas Grill                  36NB  
FireMagic 30” Gas Grill            A660  
FireMagic 36” Gas Grill            A790  
Primo Kamado Charcoal Grill   779 
AOG Double Side Burner        3282 
FireMagic Double Side Burner  3281 
 
AOG Double Doors        20-30-SSD 
FireMagic Double Doors  33930S 
FireMagic Refrigerator      3590DR 
FireMagic Sink & Faucet    3587/3588 
 
Note:  FireMagic Refrigerator, Sink 
& Faucet are universal, and are 
compatible with AOG Appliances. 

9’ STR 

 
Layout A - Gas Grill on Left, Refrigerator Center, Sink on Right             
Layout A - Ceramic Grill on Left, Refrigerator Center, Sink on Right  
Layout B - Gas Grill on Right, Refrigerator Center, Sink on Left   
Layout B - Ceramic Grill on Right, Refrigerator Center, Sink on Left  
Layout C - Gas Grill on Left, Side Burner, Refrigerator on Right   
Layout D - Gas Grill on Right, Side Burner, Refrigerator on Left   
Layout E - Gas Grill on Left, Refrigerator Center, Ceramic Grill on Right 
Layout F - Gas Grill on Right, Refrigerator Center, Ceramic Grill on Left  
 

Stone 
Choice 

Refer to Finishing Option pages  
Counter Top 

Choice  
Refer to Finishing Option pages 

Layout   

Notes For Ordering PreBuilt Series™ Products 
 

Items with portable footings are designed to be installed on a bed of crushed rock approximately 6” below 
the finished grade or floor of the outdoor room, to place items such as island counters, at the proper 
height.  Some items, such as Stoned Fire™ and Patio Series™ fireplaces, and fire pits, do not require  
placement below grade, as they do not include a footing of this type, and are designed to sit on grade or at 
the finished floor level.  These units should be installed on stable ground, or a grade-level base. 
 

Models designed for on-grade or floor-level installation:  Stoned Fire™, Stoned Fire™ See-Thru, 
Patio Series™ and Veranda™ fireplaces, and all fire pits. 
 

Models designed for below-grade installation:  New Age™ fireplaces, New Age™ Pedestal Hearth, 
all wood storage boxes, all pizza ovens and side cabinets, and all kitchen islands. 
 

Overall finished dimensions of units will be larger than the stated kit dimensions.  Kit dimensions are stated 
to give a basic sizing guideline, as variations in the thickness of the finish materials and how it is applied to 
the kits, make it impossible to determine exact finished dimensions prior to assembly of the units.  Actual 
finished dimensions will typically be 3 1/2” to 4 1/2” thicker on sides or walls, and 1 1/2” to 2” taller on 
counter tops, than the stated kit dimensions. 
 

Inside dimensions of fire pit openings will be 2 1/2” to 3” less than the stated kit dimensions, due to the 
thickness of the firebrick installed in these units. 
 

Suggested appliance layouts for kitchen islands reflect the most popular layouts and appliance  
configurations, but these may be modified or adjusted to suit the individual customer.  Stone Age will build 
islands to accommodate installation of other brands of appliances if desired.  To order, please submit the 
appliance manufacturer’s opening specifications.  Stone Age will not be liable for errors in opening sizing 
due to inaccurate reporting of information or specifications to us.  It is the responsibility of the end user to 
supply Stone Age with accurate dimensions and information for custom layouts. 
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General Notes on Stone Age PreBuilt Series™ Products 
 
Custom Built to Order 
Stone Age Prebuilt Series™ products are custom built to order, based on the 
customer's selections.  Please determine final selections of all options prior to 
placing order, to ensure accuracy of the order. 
 
 
Natural Stone Variation 
Stone Age Prebuilt Series™ products use natural stone and real brick veneers, 
installed with mortar joints.  No drystack finishes are offered.   
 
As with any natural stone or brick product, there will be variations in color, texture, 
sizing and shape of individual stones, size of mortar joints, and in installation 
patterns. 
 
 
Estimated Construction Times 
Estimated construction times for Stone Age Prebuilt Series™ products may vary, 
based on availability of product, availability of finish materials, and weather 
conditions, as well as availability of appliances which may be ordered with the 
product, and are not manufactured by Stone Age.  Our goal is to ship in 7 days or 
less from the date an order of PreBuilt Series™ products is placed. 
 
 
Common Carrier Mishandling 
Stone Age Manufacturing, Inc. provides specially designed and constructed packaging 
materials to protect against shipping and handling damage, and Stone Age shall not 
be liable for product damaged through mishandling by common carriers, nor shall 
such damage be covered by any warranties offered by Stone Age for its products. 
 
 
Warranties For Items Not Manufactured by Stone Age 
Warranties for appliances and other items not manufactured by Stone Age shall be 
covered by their manufacturer's respective warranties. 
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LIMITED WARRANTY 
The products of Stone Age Manufacturing, Inc. (“Stone Age”) have been 
carefully manufactured and the components assembled to give the customer a 
quality product.  Stone Age warrants to the original purchaser the materials 
that it provides to the customer against defects in manufacture for a period of 
twenty-five (25) years from the date of purchase on UL-127 listed fireplaces, 
for a period of five (5) years from the date of purchase on all unlisted fire-
places, fire pits, and other masonry components.  Other accessory items or 
components offered, but not produced by Stone Age Manufacturing, Inc., 
shall be covered by their manufacturer’s warranties.  This Limited Warranty 
covers only actual manufacturing defects in the Stone Age product and does 
not cover defects or faulty workmanship in the installation of the product or 
the masonry or other structure in which it is installed.  This warranty does not 
cover changes or variations in color of natural or man-made veneer products, 
nor does it cover normal, non-structural expansion cracking of the  kit compo-
nent or its finish materials.  Also this warranty does not cover items that have 
been damaged due to over-heating, modification, improper storage or mainte-
nance.   Stone Age shall repair or replace, at its option, any defective Stone 
Age product component upon receipt of written notice addressed to Stone 
Age.  This Limited Warranty covers only replacement of any defective com-
ponents within the product itself occurring during the warranty period and 
does not cover the cost of installation or removal from a fixed location.  NO 
OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, ARE MADE, INCLUD-
ING IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS 
FOR PARTICULAR PURPOSES WHICH ARE SPECIFICALLY DIS-
CLAIMED.  Stone Age is not liable for damages or injury to persons or prop-
erty or other incidental or consequential damages.  

Stone Age Manufacturing, Inc. proudly offers an 
industry-leading 25 year limited warranty on all 

UL-127 fireplaces. 

©2013, Stone Age Manufacturing, Inc., All Rights Reserved. 
The entire contents of this document are exclusively for the use of authorized Stone Age dealers and distributors, and may 
not be reprinted or reproduced in any way without the express written permission of Stone Age Manufacturing, Inc. 
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